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Abstract. In the rapidly changing global financial environment, credit risk control and management is the top priority for banks. This study explores the ability of one bank in Taiwan to assess the credit risks of their enterprise customers. Importance–performance analysis (IPA) is commonly used to assess performance and to analyze competitive strategies. Therefore, this study adopts IPA to investigate the ability of a bank to assess credit risks, facilitating the bank to develop strategies for assessing credit risks. According to the results of this study, Bank A should keep up the good work regarding three indicators (enterprise repayment evaluation ability, enterprise capital turnover evaluation ability, and product market share evaluation ability). These indicators reflect the advantages of Bank A, and should thus be maintained to enhance its performance.
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1. Introduction

Bank credit risk management involves the development of a credit policy to guide and coordinate business activities, investigate customer credit histories, choose payment methods, define credit limits, and ensure payments are received in a timely manner [1-2].

In practice, there is typically a credit paradox within bank credit risk management. According to risk management theory, banks should prevent credit centralization, particularly when the conventional credit–risk-management model is ineffective at hedging credit risks. However, decentralizing investment risks is challenging in practice [3-4]. The main reasons for this credit paradox are as follows [5-6]: (1) Banks typically assess the credit of most small and medium enterprises without considering their credit rating, instead typically considering only the long-term business relationship between themselves and the enterprise; therefore, banks tend to loan only to their existing customers. (2) Some banks loan only to enterprises in a certain industry with which the bank is familiar. (3) Loan diversification decreases the amount of loan to be lent, preventing banks from attain economies of scale through issuing loans. (4) Finally, investment opportunities sometimes lead to banks loaning extensively to certain departments or regions.

This study explores the ability of banks in Taiwan to assess credit risks and their own
performance. The importance–performance analysis (IPA), which is commonly used to assess performance and to analyze competition strategies, is adopted by this study to investigate the ability of a Taiwanese bank in assessing credit risks and its own performance. Accordingly, strategies are developed for improving the bank’s performance at credit assessment.

2. Literature Review

Managing credit risks is extremely crucial for banks, particularly for banks that take financial risks to earn rewards. Credit risk refers to the risk of default on a loan because a borrower is unable to fulfill their contractual obligations (perhaps because of the deterioration of their business or disputes between themselves and their partners).

During the past 20 years, the development of credit risk management and assessment in international banking has undergone the following changes (Hu, 2003; Huang, 2013) [7-8]:

(1) Because of a debt crisis in the 1990s, banks began to emphasize the importance of credit risk management; accordingly, the Basel Accords were signed, which stipulate various weights for various types of assets so that risks can be quantified. This is a general method for analyzing bank risk.

(2) In the 1990s, some large banks became aware that credit risks are critical financial risks. Therefore, they paid more attention to how to measure them and attempted to establish a model for measuring credit risks. One framework for calculating risk—Credit Metrics—was developed by J. P. Morgan and received substantial attention.

(3) Following the Asian financial crisis in 1997, a new conclusion about world financial risks is made: Losses are not caused by a single risk but are jointly caused by credit and market risks. The financial crisis made bankers consider joint models of market and credit risks and how operation risks might be quantified. Accordingly, comprehensive risk management models received substantial attention.

Traditional credit risk management methods include the expert system, the internal rating model, and the Zeta model. However, these methods have become outdated or inaccurate because of developments in the financial industry. With the development of modern science and technology and the advance of market risk management, contemporary credit risk management has improved, with quantitative models such as the Credimetrics, KMV (Kealhofer, McQuown, and Vasicek), and Creditrisk models being proposed. However, the reliability and validity of these credit risk management models remain to be verified. Generally speaking, no existing model is able to effectively quantify credit risks [4,7,8].

According to the aforementioned assertions, this study develops a credit risk assessment method that includes eight indicators: industry evaluation ability, enterprise internal control evaluation ability, enterprise financial planning evaluation ability, enterprise repayment evaluation ability, enterprise capital turnover evaluation ability, product market share evaluation ability, product innovation evaluation ability, and business strategy evaluation ability.
3. Method
IPA was first proposed and used by Martilla and James (1977) [9-12]. In IPA, the average importance and performance scores are presented on a two-dimensional plot (with the vertical axis representing importance and the horizontal axis representing performance) (Fig. 1).

The definitions of the four quadrants in the IPA plot are as follows [13-18]:
(1) Keep up the good work: Customers consider the assessment indicators in this quadrant to be crucial and are satisfied with the enterprise’s performance; therefore, the enterprise should “keep up the good work” on these items.
(2) Concentrate here: Customers consider the assessment indicators in this quadrant to be crucial but are not satisfied with the enterprise’s performance; therefore, the enterprise should concentrate here.
(3) Low priority: Customers do not consider the assessment indicators in this quadrant to be crucial but they are dissatisfied with the enterprise’s performance; therefore, the items in this quadrant have low priority.
(4) Possible overkill: Customers do not consider the assessment indicators in this quadrant to be crucial but are satisfied with the enterprise’s performance; therefore, the current attention paid to the items in this quadrant is already possible overkill.

By defining these regions, managers can effectively use their limited resources to distinguish competitive advantages from competitive disadvantages, to determine improvement priorities, and to enhance management performance. IPA can be used to present performance levels. Numerous researchers have applied this method in other fields to determine improvement priorities and satisfy customers [19-24].
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Figure 1. IPA chart

4. Results and Discussion
Bank A is the largest commercial bank in Taiwan and therefore selected in this study to investigate its ability to assess the credit risks posed by its enterprise customers. The questionnaire for this study employs a 9-point Likert scale and eight indicators. A total of 10 professors, 18 Bank A senior managers, and seven representatives in the association of banks participate in the questionnaire survey. Overall, 35 questionnaires are distributed, and 31 valid
questionnaires are returned, with a valid return rate of 88.57%.

The average importance (7.25) and average performance (6.73) scores are used as the criteria to determine the performance of each indicator (refer to Table 1 for details).

Table 1. Ability of Bank A to assess credit risks and improvement strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>criteria</th>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Improvement strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industry evaluation ability</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Possible overkill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Enterprise internal control</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>Low priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enterprise financial planning</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>Keep up the good work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Enterprise repayment</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>Keep up the good work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Enterprise capital turnover</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>Keep up the good work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Product market share evaluation</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>Possible overkill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Product innovation evaluation</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>Concentrate here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Business strategy evaluation</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Concentrate here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the IPA, Bank A should keep up the good work regarding three indicators (enterprise repayment evaluation ability, enterprise capital turnover evaluation ability, and product market share evaluation ability).

Regarding two uncompetitive indicators (product innovation evaluation ability and business strategy evaluation ability), Bank A should concentrate here and use their resources to improve the performance of these two indicators. This could reverse its competitive disadvantages and to enhance its ability to assess customer credit.

Two indicators (industry evaluation ability and product market share evaluation ability) had low priority. Bank A has not demonstrated excellent performance in these two indicators, but they are not considered crucial. These two indicators can be improved when Bank A has extra resources.

Finally, enterprise internal control evaluation ability attains a low importance score but high performance score, implying that the effort spent on it was possible overkill. Excellent performance for this item does not lead to higher profits, so company resources would be better used elsewhere.
5. Conclusion

Conventional credit risk management methods mainly include the expert system, the internal rating model, and the Zeta model. Contemporary credit risk management methods include the Creditmetrics, KMV, and Creditrisk models, whose validity and reliability are questionable. Therefore, no general effective method exists that can be used to assess credit risks. In this study, a method is therefore proposed to assess the credit risks of banks’ enterprise customers. According to the results of this study, Bank A should keep up the good work regarding three indicators (enterprise repayment evaluation ability, enterprise capital turnover evaluation ability, and product market share evaluation ability). These indicators reflect the advantages of Bank A, and should thus be maintained to enhance its performance. Regarding two uncompetitive indicators (product innovation evaluation ability and business strategy evaluation ability), Bank A should concentrate here and use its resources to improve the performance of the two indicators, thereby reversing its competitive disadvantages and enhancing its ability to assess customer credit.
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